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October 30, 2009

Chief, Rulemaking and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Stop TWB 5B01M
Washington D.C. 20555-001
Submitted online via: http://vvwww.regulations.gov

Re: NRC-2009-0257; Notice of Public Workshop on a Potential Rulemaking for Safe Disposal of
Unique Waste Streams Including Significant Quantities of Depleted Uranium; Federal Register, Vol.
74, No. 120, June 24, 2009, p. 30,175-30,179.

Dear NRC Staff and Committee:

Introduction

We submit the following comments in order to facilitate consideration of factors that must be
taken into account when determining whether depleted uranium (DU) can be disposed of safely in shallow
engineered landfills in general, and at the EnergySolutions Utah site in particular. A brief biographical
sketch of each signatory is attached to this letter so that you will be familiar with our qualifications.

To begin, contextual commentary regarding the length of the performance period for DU disposal
is provided, and we return to this issue in a subsequent section of this letter. In order to maintain
environmental protection, the performance period required for a site-specific analysis for DU and its decay
products should extend to the time of peak dose or 1,000,000 years, whichever comes first. This is both
based upon common sense and consistency with other regulatory programs for nuclear waste. Our view is
partially consistent with the paper on depleted uranium prepared by NRC staff last year, which reads in
part:

"Considering the technical aspects of the problem, the performance assessment staff
recommends a performance period of 10,000 years for the analysis ofDU disposal.
However, analyses should be performed to peak impact, and if those impacts are
significantly larger than the impacts realized within 10,000 years, then the longer term
impacts should be included in the site environmental evaluation. "

A simpler philosophy, and one that is more consistent with parallel regulatory programs is that the
performance period should be long enough to include the time of peak dose.

We take issue, however, with another conclusion from the NRC paper:

"Potentially high doses relative to the performance objectives could occur within a
timeframe longer than 10, 000 years from the disposal of large quantities ofD U.
However, the majority of sites, waste forms, and disposal configurations that can meet
the performance objectives at 10, 000 years will continue to meet the performance
objectives at longer time periods. A simple approach that should be considered to ensure
the eventual risk of radon is managed to select a waste disposal depth and cover
thickness based on the projected peak in-growth of the daughter species, rather than
the in-growth over the performance period. [emphasis added]"

Our discomfort with this statement arises from the fact that virtually no shallow engineered
disposal system can be envisaged to persist, intact, for periods of up to 1,000,000 years, the timeframe of
peak doses. NRC's statement appears to make the implicit assumption that climate and tectonic factors will
remain static over these time frames. With respect to climate and attendant consequences to landforms by
erosion and deposition, enough is known about natural climate variation that this assumption is false
everywhere at the earth's surface. NRC's assertion is simply wrong for any shallow, engineered site.



In this letter, we discuss just one aspect of climate change for the EnergySolutions Utah disposal
site that makes it inappropriate for DU disposal. As experienced earth scientists with wide-ranging
expertise, we believe that rising lake levels associated with glacial and even inter-glacial climate change
will likely lead to eventual inundation and wholesale erosion of the EnergySolutions Utah disposal facility.

Any modeling that does not take into account well-understood geological and climatologic
patterns displayed in the Lake Bonneville basin will grossly under- and mis-estimate the long-term hazards
of exposure from DU and its decay products. Clearly, we believe that any new rule and any associated
guidance related to site-specific analysis of DU should require modeling that includes climatic variation,
out to the time of peak dose. If that is done for the EnergySolutions site in particular, we are led back to
one inevitable conclusion: Over the relevant time frames for DU disposal, the probability that the Clive
site will be flooded approaches 100%. Given that near-certainty, we believe that a proper site-specific
analysis will also inevitably conclude that the EnergySolutions site is not appropriate or safe for DU
disposal.

The remainder of this letter is organized as follows. For context, we review the nature of depleted
uranium (DU) in comparison to "conventional" low-level waste (LLW). This is followed by additional
discussion of the appropriate regulatoryphilosophy, and then by more consideration of the suitability (or
lack thereof) of engineered landfills to accept and isolate DU, and the EnergySolutions Clive facility in
particular. Included in the discussion of the Clive facility are site- and region-specific analyses of the
geology and forward models of lake-level perturbations and erosion related to climate change.

Nature ofDU
Although you are aware of the nature of DU, there are three properties that we wish to re-

emphasize for context. First, DU has an extremely long half-life (4.5 x 109 yr) such that it effectively lasts
"forever." Second, as it evolves back toward secular equilibrium with its progeny, it becomes many times

more radioactive and at the time of emplacement its activity exceeds that of Class A waste . Such material
will emit alpha, beta, and gamma radiation. Third, the daughter products have geochemical properties that
are, in many instances, greatly divergent from that of 138U. Since each of the daughters will eventually
acquire an activity equal to that of the 238U parent, it is just as important to understand the site-specific
geochemical behavior of each daughter radionuclide as it is to understand the behavior of U. In fact, the

geochemical behavior of 234Th and 234Pa must be understood at the time of emplacement . And as we are
sure you are aware, U itself can be quite mobile in aqueous solutions, especially those with an elevated Eh
(U6+) and high carbonate content. As discussed below, future natural climate variation will almost certainly
inundate the Clive, Utah site with waters that may very well exhibit these characteristics.

Applicable Regulatory Philosophy
The typical control period for LLW is a few to several hundred years, depending upon its nature.

Clearly, the philosophy is to provide reasonable assurance of isolation from the environment by in situ
decay until the radiological hazard has largely passed. The Clive site was developed for these types of
materials, not DU.

In the high-level waste (HLW) arena, you are aware that the US EPA sets performance standards.
Congress charged the EPA with the adoption of a dose-based standard and further directed the EPA to
consider guidance by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in developing its rule (40CFR197). EPA
had set a compliance period of 10,000 years. We trust that you are aware that a competent Federal Court set
aside the EPA rule in 2004 for failure on the part of EPA to adhere to NAS recommendations that the
compliance period extend to 1,000, 000 years or until peak doses occurred. The rule was remanded back to
the EPA. A final rule, presumably consistent with NAS recommendations 2, was adopted in Oct. 2008.

Using long-lived alpha enhitting transuranic nuclides a,.s' a yardstick, pure mnetallic DiU) would exceed
linmits in Table 1 of IOCFR61, 55 at the tine of enplacemnent, "Dilution" with ox3gen in oxide./brns places
DU only modestly below the limit. However, it is easily shown that within a year of processing; the rapid
ingrowth of"•34Th and "34Pa result in DU having three times the activity it had when processed.
2 We presume the rule is consistent with NAS guidance, not because o/the content ojfthe rule, but because
as/far as we are aware it has not been challenged.



Thus, the overarching regulatory philosophy must be that control of radioactive wastes is
maintained until the radiological hazard has largely passed, regardless of the timescale or the nature of the
waste. The NAS accepted that 1,000,000 years might be an appropriate upper temporal limit for HLW
where Qeo loic disposal is required because of the inherent long-lived nature of spent fuel and military
wastes.

We cannot overemphasize the difference between engineered disposal (e.g., LLW) and geologic
disposal (e.g., HLW). Geologic disposal contains the inherent recognition that the nature of the hazard is
sufficiently long-lived that natural barriers are required to mitigate risks. Engineered solutions (i.e.,
landfills) alone are inadequate. DU is, by its very nature, the longest of the long-lived waste streams and
after a few tens of thousands of years (let alone at the time of emplacement) it is hardly benign. Regulatory
philosophy and common sense demand geologic disposal. DU, at face value, is entirely inconsistent with
disposal in any shallow, engineered landfill,

The NRC must resist the environmental narcissism (i.e., "I won't be around when it becomes a
problem") evidenced by entertaining the notion of DU disposal in a shallow landfill. All classification
issues of DU aside, disposal in engineered landfills is simply wrong.

Suitability of Shallow Engineered Disposal
The nature of DU combined with existing regulatory philosophy should foreclose shallow,

engineered disposal on its face. That said, we wish to provide site-specific evidence of the unsuitability of
the EnergySolutions Clive, Utah facility for proposed and existing DU disposal.

Effects of Past Climate Variation: Figure 1 shows the approximate location of the Clive facility,
well within the Bonneville basin. Clive was under water during the entire existence of Lake Bonneville, a
time period extending from approximately 31,000 until 11,500 years ago. Although the Clive site is
approximately 25 meters above the current elevation of the Great Salt Lake, it is about 60 meters below the
lowest of the 3 major still stands of Lake Bonneville. Figure 2 illustrates some of the shoreline features that
developed in response to that lake.

Although the extent, depth and history of Lake Bonneville are well understood, the detailed
histories of the lakes that preceded it are not as well documented due to a paucity of well-dated, well-
studied, and well-preserved lake cores. Such lakes are known to have existed, however. Oviatt et al. (1999)
proposed there were four deep lakes in the Bonneville basin during the last 780,000 years, whereas Eardley
et al. (1973) suggested there may have been 17 deep lake cycles over that time interval. Whether there
were 4 or 17 deep lakes is not particularly important. Both studies illustrate that based on the past, future
repeated flooding of Clive is inevitable.

Link et al. (1999) noted that ".. the permanent addition of Bear River water to Lake Bonneville
likely occurred 50 ± 10 ka (Bouchard et al., 1998), increasing the total discharge into the Bonneville basin
by -33%. This addition, coupled with cool, moist conditions during late Wisconsin time, is generally
thought to have been responsible for the lake reaching its all-time high during the last (Bonneville) lake
cycle (Bright, 1963; McCoy, 1987, Bouchard et al., 1998). "

It is important to understand the consequences of the piracy of the Bear River into the Bonneville
basin. Increasing the catchment area without changing the size of the basin may ampli' lake level
responses to climate change. Since this event occurred late in the 780,000 year record discussed by Eardley
et al. (1973) and Oviatt et al. (1999), past studies of the Bonneville basin may, in fact, under-predict future
lake-level fluctuations.

At the Clive locality in particular, inspection of an' excavation near the EnergySolutions site by
one of us (Oviatt) in the 1980s revealed that Bonneville clays are underlain by oolitic sands approximately
3 m thick. The implication of this observation is clear. Prior to the expansion of Lake Bonneville the Clive
site was submerged by shallow water for an extended period of time in order to permit the formation of
these deposits.

Owens Lake, CA, is a relevant proxy for climate change in the Great Basin. Owens Lake
periodically filled expanded portions of the Owens Valley on the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada. In
fact, due to climate variation, Bischoff et al. (1997) suggested that there were seven distinct episodes over
the last 500,000 years (Fig. 3) during which Owens Lake levels rose such that it spilled out of its basin into
China Lake, Panamint Valley, and into Death Valley. The timeframe is entirely consistent with 40CFR197
and the period of interest surrounding DU. Bischoff et al. (1997) further suggested that the lake was large
and deep enough to spill out of the Owens Valley 34% of the time, or 170,000 of the last 500,000 years. To



a first approximation, natural climate variation may have produced similar cyclical inundations of the Clive
site.

As mentioned above, the elevation of Clive is significantly below that of the lowest of the three
major still stands of Lake Bonneville, so it seems likely that flooding might occur at the Clive site in
response to relatively small climate changes. In fact, the low elevation of the Clive site guarantees
inundation with a much greater frequency than the complete filling of the Bonneville basin to its spill point
into the Snake River drainage.

Effects of Future Climate Variation. The cycles of rising and falling lakes in the enclosed
topographic basins of the Great Basin will continue in the future. We can reasonably expect several lake
cycles to inundate the Clive site over the next 500,000 years due to natural climate variation, and we can
hardly imagine that anyone would consider the return of a pluvial lake to the Clive site to be consistent with
waste isolation .

We suspect that that there would be nearly complete unanimity that expanded lakes will return in
the future in response to climate variation if you polled geologists, geographers, and paleo-climatologists
working in or familiar with the Bonneville basin. Even worse, large climate changes may not be requisite
to flood the site. For example, the elevation of the Great Salt Lake has varied by six meters just since 1873
(Tarboton, 2006).

Changes in climate required to increase the level of the Great Salt Lake to that of Clive are
extremely small when compared to current understanding of natural climate variability over the Holocene
Epoch and the last full glacial cycle. We have conducted simple forward models of lake elevation changes.
All else being equal, precipitation only has to increase -3-6 mm/yr for 1000 years to raise the level of the
Great Salt Lake to that of Clive.

Mean lake level does not have to reach Clive in order to cause problems. Given reasonable
interannual variability in climate, the mean lake level only has to reach 15-20 m above modem day Great
Salt Lake. At this level, it is highly probable that the variability about mean lake level will drown Clive for
several hundred years out of every 5,000-10,000 years (see amplitude of variability in Fig. 4). The mean
shift in precipitation required to achieve this is well within reasonable natural or anthropogenic changes in
the climate system. Exposure to shoreline erosion over a few hundred years can conservatively erode
several meters of bedrock (Fig. 5). Engineered disposal cells above grade can hardly be expected to resist
erosion in a large lake with large fetch.

The implications for the Clive site are clear. Clive has been inundated repeatedly in the past.
Clive will be inundated in the future, and the mean changes in climate required to flood and destroy the
emplacement piles are small. We estimate that the probability of the EnergySolutions site being flooded in
the next 100,000 years is close to 100%. Sandquist (2009) maintains that there are 330 tons of natural
uranium currently in the 1700 mi2 Great Salt Lake. The Clive site, by contrast, could release on the order
of 1,000,000 tons of DU from a landfill with a 2 mi 2 footprint.

The consequences in the vicinity of Salt Lake City for lake level rise to the elevation of the Clive
site (1305 m) are illustrated in Figure 6. Much of what is now the northwestern part of the valley will be
below water, including downtown Salt Lake City. However, what may be more important are the areas that
are not flooded. Large areas will remain habitable. No one can predict what the state of society will be
when the lake returns to this elevation, but there is every expectation that humans will be inhabiting large
portions of the Salt Lake Valley and perhaps relying on lake resources. The almost certain release of
hundreds of thousands of tons of DU into their future environment can be foreseen today.

Summary
DU is, at face value, an inappropriate waste stream for any shallow, engineered disposal site. Its

very nature requires geologic disposal. Shallow disposal simply does not pass the "laugh test." We suggest
that a model exists for proper DU disposal. The operational WIPP site for transuranic waste illustrates that
the geological, geochemical, and engineering knowledge needed for safe DU disposal is already mature.

Specifically, the Clive facility could be an appropriate site for the disposal of "conventional" LLW
from a purely technical perspective. A control period of a few hundred years for Class A LLW can

' There is also considerable irony in the f.act that the lacustrine clays [marls, reallvjfrom which ce//s are
constructed at the Cl/e site, combined with underlving oolitic sands, are primaiv evidence ofits
unsuitability./br DU disposal because they are direct evidence o(#past inundation.



probably be met without significant risk given appropriate monitoring and other controls. However, the
notion that hundreds of thousands of tons of concentrated DU can be emplaced in this facility (or any other
shallow landfill) and releases controlled or prevented over long but relevant time-scales is patently absurd.

Our analysis also reveals a fundamental and we believe fatal flaw in your proposed rulemaking.
NRC asks about minimum and maximum quantities, regulatory time frames, inadvertent intrusion, source
terms and geochemical modeling, all of which are important issues. However, you have failed to ask two
critical questions. First, you do not ask whether shallow disposal is proper to begin with. You seem to
assume that it is. Our analysis shows that it is not. Second, you do not ask the types of questions that
would raise the issues surrounding the Clive site that we have addressed. If this is true of Clive, then there
are probably fatal flaws at most if not all shallow disposal facilities, albeit for different specific reasons,
that are related to the inherent nature of surface geological processes over long time scales.

Some of us attended a Radiation Control Board meeting on July 14 in Salt Lake City where many
of the objections to DU disposal discussed in this letter were presented. After hearing a presentation by
EnergySolutions, the driving force behind this rulemaking has become clear. EnergySolutions suggested
that in the coming decades as much as 700,000 tons of DU will require disposal. This is a staggering sum.

If we are not mistaken, current federal statute would permit up to 77,000 tons of HLW to be
disposed at Yucca Mountain, or a little more than 10% of the 700,000 tons of DU. Although this is an
apples to oranges comparison, it places the scale of the DU problem in perspective. Geologic disposal of
DU represents a daunting engineering task. 'The need to dispose of massive quantities of DU "somewhere"
is not a justification to dispose of it "anywhere. " Yet, the need for disposal is clearly driving this action. A
programmatic failure on the part of US Government agencies to plan for the ultimate disposition of DU,
however, is not a justification for improper (i.e., shallow) disposal. It is not a justification for endangering
the future health of the Utah environment, or the environment of any other state even if it is over a long
time scale. It is not a justification for the adoption of a regulatory philosophy that is inconsistent with other
programs.

We have learned through the media that tens of thousands of tons of DU may have already been
emplaced at the Clive facility. It came here under the rubric of "Class A" waste, through a literal but
unfortunate reading of the regulations; in fact, an appropriate analysis has never been done. The Utah
Board of Radiation Control should have been informed that large amounts of DU were never adequately
analyzed under the Federal waste classification scheme at a time when state leaders were still in a position
to comment or stop these historical shipments. While there is blame to go around for this state of affairs,
including Utah state officials who are responsible for running our Agreement State program, we expect
more from the NRC. In this regard, we believe the NRC owes the citizens of Utah anapology for this
serious oversight.

Sincerely,

Stephen T. Nelson4

Professor of Geochemistry

-""/' 1 "Summer B. Rupper4

(_11 < 3 ]'. Professor of Climate and Paleoclimate

Charles G. Oviatt
Professor of Geology

4 Because the issues in this letter address both technical andpublic polic(v matters, Brgham Young
University policy requires that its ficulty make clear that their views are their owin and not those ofthe
University or its sponsoriing institution. NVo incividual or organization has the right to state or imply
otherwise.



Stephen T. Nelson
Professor
Department of Geological Sciences
Brigham Young University
S389 ESC
Provo, Utah 84602

voice: 801-422-8688
e-mail: steve-nelson@byu.edu

Charles G. Oviatt
Professor
Department of Geology
Kansas State University
108 Thompson Hall
Manhattan, KS 66506-3201

voice: 785-532-6724
e-mail: joviatt@ksu.edu

Summer B. Rupper
Assistant Professor
Department of Geological Sciences
Brigham Young University
S318 ESC
Provo, Utah 84602

voice: 801-422-6946
e-mail: summerrupper@byu.edu

Cc:
Utah Governor Gary M. Herbert
Ms. Amanda Smith, Executive Director, Utah Department of Environmental Quality
Mr. Dane Finerfrock, Director, Utah Division of Radiation Control
Dr. Inds Triay, Assistant Director for Environmental Management, US Department of Energy
Utah Radiation Control Board members
Rep. Rob Bishop
Rep. Jim Matheson
Rep. Jason Chaffetz
Sen. Bob Bennett
Sen. Orrin Hatch
Ms. Judy Fahys, Salt Lake Tribune
Ms. Amy Joi O'Donoghue, Deseret News
Mr. Tim Gillie, Tooele Transcript Bulletin
Mr. Don Porter, Ogden Standard Examiner
Mr. Donald Meyers, Provo Daily Herald
Mr. Todd Siefert, St. George Spectrum
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Figure 1. Map indicating the main Lake Bonneville highstands and the approximate location of the
EnergySolutions Clive, Utah facility. The Stansbury stage lasted from about 25,000 to 24,000 years ago,
whereas the Bonneville and Provo Stages lastedfrom about 18,300 to 14,500 years ago. Modified from
Nelson et al. (2005).



Figure 2. Illustrations of Lake Bonneville shorelines. A) represents shorelines developed in the Pilot Valley
area north of Wendover, UT. Modifiedfrom Nelson et al. (2005). B) represents an illustration by G.K.
Gilbert's illustrator W.H. Holmes in the 1880's of numerous shorelines at the north end of the Oquirrh
Mountains prior to being largely obscured by human activity. The familiar Wasatch Mountain skyline can
be seen in the distance.
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Figure 3. Lake level/climate history for Owens Lake modified from Bischoff et al. (1997). Note that over the
last 500, 000 years that the lake has expanded and spilled its basin repeatedly. Lake Bonneville has likely
experienced similar expansion and contraction in the past and will experience similar episodes in the
future.
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Figure 4: Lake level variability forced by present-day interannual variability in precipitation and
temperature, but no change in the mean climate state. The inherent memory of a lake results in integration
of the stochastic (white noise) variability in climate variables, resulting in red noise variability in lake
levels. This integration of noise depends strongly on lake size. Smaller lakes have rapid and smaller lake
level anomalies; conversely, larger lakes have slower and larger lake level anomalies. In summary, lake
level can vary even in the absence of a change in climate.



Evolution of Erosional Shoreline at Clive
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Figure 5. Modeled shoreline erosion over time at CliveJbr a steady-state lake level. The starting profile
for the slope at Clive is in blue. Each successive colored line represents a snapshot in time during the
erosion process: magenta= 100 years, black= 1000 years, green = 2000 years, red = 4000 years, yellow
7000 years, and blue equals 10000 years. All climate variables and wave generation in the erosion model
are based on present day conditions and solid rock. The grey line represents the equilibrium erosion
profile after 10000 years when rednoise lake variability is included. Note that in all simulations, the
majority of the evolution towards an equilibrium shoreline profile occurs in the first 1000 years.



Figure 6. Map showing the extent offlooding relative to the current urban corridor of the Salt Lake Valley
should Great Salt Lake levels rise to the elevation of the EnergySolutions Clive site (4280ft or 1305 m).
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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES

Stephen T. Nelson, Qualifications:
I am a professor of geochemistry at a major university where I have taught and engaged in

research for the last 12 ½ years. My area of teaching and research expertise includes isotope geochemistry.
I have established a light stable isotope laboratory, 3H, and 1

4C liquid scintillation counting facilities, as
well as an alpha spectroscopy laboratory for U-series measurements in naturally-occurring matrices. I teach
a graduate course in isotope geochemisiry and team-teach a graduate course in contaminant hydrogeology.
Much of my research includes the response of arid regions to climate change.

From July 1998 to July 2008 1 was a member, vice chair, and chair of the Utah Radiation Control
Board. From March 1993 to Dec. 1996 1 worked under the Management and Operating Contract for the US
DOE Yucca Mountain Project. I participated in the management of volcanic hazard, mineralogy and
petrology, and geochemistry studies as part of the characterization effort for that site. I also have direct
research experience and interests in the Bonneville basin, which includes the EnergySolutions Clive, Utah
site. In summary, I have considerable experience and insight relevant to the issue of DU disposal in
general and at Clive, Utah in particular.

Charles G. Oviatt, Qualifications:
I am a professor of geology at Kansas State University, in Manhattan, KS. I began studying Lake

Bonneville as a graduate student at the University of Utah in 1977, and I am continuing that work today.
During the eight years I lived in Salt Lake City, I was employed by the Utah Division of State History, the
U.S. Geological Survey, and the Utah Geological Survey, and in each of these positions I continued to
work on Lake Bonneville. In 1985 I moved to Kansas State University to teach geology, and have returned
to Utah to study Lake Bonneville every year (primarily during summers) since then. I have published
numerous scientific articles, maps, reports, and abstracts related to Lake Bonneville. These include: over
20 peer-reviewed scientific journal articles or book chapters, over 40 abstracts of presentations at scientific
conferences, and over 30 other reports, maps, and guidebooks.

Summer B. Rupper, Qualifications:
I am a professor of climate and paleoclimate at a major university, and have been studying the

Earth's climate system for almost a decade. My specific area of research expertise is in quantifying the
interactions between climate and earth's surface, with emphasis on glaciers and lakes. Recently this has
included numerical modeling of the lake-level variability of the Great Salt Lake and glacial Lake
Bonneville, impacts of that variability on erosion rates and shoreline evolution, and the associated
feedbacks and forcings between lakes and regional climate over short and long time-scales. I have
published more than 20 scientific articles, proceedings, book chapters, and abstracts related to climate and
paleoclimate; served as a reviewer and guest editor for top-tier climate and paleoclimate journals; and
served as a reviewer and panelist for climate, glaciology, and geomorphology divisions of major grant
funding agencies.


